
Story Opening & Transition Sentences Worksheet

Purpose: Utilize this organizer for students learn to write story openings and transition sentences that smoothly and cohe-

sively stay on topic, include different important words, and are filled with descriptive language as well as powerful verbs. 

Directions: During the writing lesson, the teacher utilizes an overhead transparency of the organizer, while students at 

their desks, write on their own organizers.

Teacher: (At the beginning of the lesson, identify the secret formulas for each sentence. With this organizer we will learn 

to write two powerful sentences (make muscles). You know the secret formula for the first sentence: S, C, and arrow. 

The S is for setting; the C is for character, and the arrow is for action. The setting tells me when and where. The char-

acter tells who the story about? Who is driving the action in the story? The action is what the character is doing? The 

arrow is the character’s action. What are they doing? Now look at your organizer, read the top line: setting, character, 

and action. The second sentence has a secret formula: T for transition, C for character, and the arrow is for action.
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Follow the listed steps for the lesson:

Step 1: Who is in the story, a person or an animal? (Draw the character in the character box. In the example, the students 
decided to write about a monkey, so they drew a monkey in the Character box.)

Step 2: What’s the setting? When and where is the story happening? (Draw the setting in the When and Where boxes. In 
the example, the students drew a sun for a sunny day and tree for the jungle.)

Step 3: What’s happening? What’s the character doing in the story? What’s happening to the character? (Draw the action 
in the arrow  box. Students drew eyes and bananas.)

Step 4: Read the Secret Formula pictures to make a story sentence. Students and teacher read and pantomime 
the pictures they drew in their boxes. The physical motions provide more scaffolding for students. 

Teacher: On a hot day (rub back of hand across forehead), in the jungle (arm straight up, with an open hand), 
a monkey (cub hands on head for ears), saw some bananas on a tree (point). After forming a sentence with the 
Secret Formula boxes, the students then repeat the sentence to their buddies. If the students can easily say the 
sentence, the teacher then moves to step five to provide instruction for a more sophisticated sentence.

Step 5: Add fancy words! The teacher pulls out a deck of cards with symbols representing different types of fancy words 
(an eyeball for what something looks like, an ear for what something sounds like, a heart for feeling words, etc.). Once stu-
dents identify what types of fancy words would best describe the girl and cat, the teacher then posts the cards next to the 
organizer. 
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Step 6: Read the Secret Formula pictures with fancy words to make several different story sentences filled 

with vivid sensory descriptions. Students and teacher read and pantomime the pictures they drew in their 

boxes. Since many fancy words are recorded in each of the boxes, many sentences can be formed. 

Optional: Punctuation: Students write a comma after the When and Where pictures, and write a period  after the Action 

picture. The punctuation in the picture boxes is unique way to help teach students understand why they need to add com-

mas and periods.

Teacher: Look at your organizers. The first two boxes are for when and where phrases. If a when or where phrase is at the beginning of 

a sentence, then a comma goes after them.  (Students write a comma after the Where box.) Next we need to write the period for our 

sentence. Write a period after your Action boxes. Now turn to your buddies and tell your sentences, then write them down.

Next students prepare for the second sentence: 

Step 1: Read Formula: Point to the secret formula in the second sentence. The secret formula for the second sentence is T for 

transition, C for character, and arrow for action. Transitions are special words that move the story from one action to the next action. 

Step 2: Action: To brainstorm this sentence start with the action box. Point to the box and ask: What happened next in our 

story? We wrote that the monkey spotted bananas in the first sentence. What happened after he spotted the bananas? What happened 

to him or what did he do? (Draw the action in the arrow  box. Students drew the monkey flipping towards the tree.)

Step 3: Character: Who is driving the action in this sentence? Remember good writer don’t use the same words over and over again. 

Our monkey is a boy. What word could we use instead of monkey? (Students write “he” in the character box.)
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Step 4: Transition: The transition can be  a sound effect, a when (time), or a where (location) phrase. Teacher 

points to the Terrific Transitions board. Transitions are special words that move us from one action to the next 

action. This next action is moving the monkey to the tree. What sound would he make if he was flipping through 

the air? (Students write “Swish” in the transition box.

Step 5: Read the Secret Formula pictures to construct the second sentence. Students and teacher read and 

pantomime the pictures they drew for both sentences. The physical motions provide more scaffolding for 

students. 

On a hot day (rub back of hand across forehead), in the jungle (arm straight up, with an open hand), a 

monkey (cub hands on head for ears), saw some bananas on a tree (point).  Swish (fling arms across body), he 

flipped through the tree and landed on the tree (make circles in the air with index finger).
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Step 6: Add fancy words! (Students wrote powerful verbs in their action boxes.)

Step 7: Read the boxes with fancy words to make several different story sentences filled with vivid sen-

sory descriptions. Students and teacher read and pantomime the pictures they drew in their boxes. Since 

many fancy words are recorded in each of the boxes, many sentences can be formed. 

Optional: Punctuation: Students write in commas and a period on their organizers.

Students write their sentences on their organizers. Then they check for their capitals, commas, and periods in their 

sentences.  
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